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SPD’s 3x10 showroom with book press, bent steel tables  
and Scott Fife’s 2007 cardboard sculpture of John Wayne.  
Photo by Suyama Peterson Deguchi 

A massive crown of thorns hangs vertically between the upper and lower offices of Suyama 
Peterson Deguchi, an architecture firm known for its design artistry as well as its support of 
artists. The Belltown firm has an in-house gallery, Suyama Space, and a retail shop called 3x10. 

SPD partner Jay Deguchi describes how the crown came to hang there: Artist Mike Rathbun 
planned to burn everything from one of his previous shows (as is his custom); the firm rescued the 
crown and Rathbun agreed to donate the piece for a Suyama Space fundraiser. Like the cardboard 
head of John Wayne (by local artist Scott Fife) that rests in the entryway, Rathbun’s work boldly 
represents SPD’s dynamic creativity. 

Deguchi, who joined the firm in 1992 and became partner 10 years later, has an easy smile. 
Dressed in a heather grey polo, jeans and chic To Boot New York shoes, his personal style is as 
minimalist as his design sense. 

“There’s certainly an aesthetic and palette that we like working with," Deguchi says. "It’s 
composed of similar materials: concrete, raw steel, natural wood.” 

“In architecture we always call it ‘Northwest Modernism.’ What we try to achieve is something that 
is much more timeless [than fashion]. We try to reduce things down to the essence, the most 
important element.” 



You can see that expressed in favorite projects like the Kaplan House in Queen Anne; a renovation 
and addition to the award-winning Richard Lindstrom “Umbrella House” on Bainbridge Island; 
and the new downtown offices of Blink Interactive. 

You can also see the SPD aesthetic in the items for sale in 3x10. The custom-designed furniture, 
lighting and fixtures there are handcrafted and partially collected from world travels. Striking 
pieces include a pair of cowhide chairs from a Paris flea market and a cast iron “demon head” 
which greets visitors from the front window. 

Deguchi embellishes his own home with finds from local stores Souvenir, Kirk Albert Vintage and 
Chartreuse Modern. He lives in the Columbia City house he grew up in, which his father 
commissioned in 1962 and which Deguchi gutted and opened up for his family. People often 
expect architects’ homes to look like something from a magazine, but Deguchi insists his isn’t 
pristine. 

“It was funny—the first night we were there, my wife asked ‘How does it feel to be sleeping in your 
parents’ bedroom?’” Deguchi says. “My kids ask me, ‘Hey Dad, when you were growing up, is this 
where you played hide-and-seek?’ I think it’s cool. It certainly gives them a better sense of who 
they are.” 

Deguchi wants his work, like his home, to reflect a straightforward approach. While an efficient 
layout for the rooms is essential, some clients also request that the architects follow the 
principles of Feng Shui. 

“There are things you don’t have to really think about designing into a project—they’re just good 
principles to adhere to,” Deguchi says. “Front doors and how the energy flows in and out are 
pretty common, a spatial sensibility that goes well with our design aesthetic. But we’ve certainly 
had a few clients who’ve asked that we [alter things like] the number of steps in a house or the 
placement of skylights.” 

 


